
Exceptional Performances Start With Wenger
For over 75 years, Wenger has been a respected name in music education and performing arts equipment. This rich history 
has paved the way for a remarkable range of products, perfectly suited for every occasion, regardless of the environment. Our 
products are not only renowned for exceptional quality, but also for their simplicity and lightweight design. This ensures that 
transporting and setting up for your performances is easy, allowing you time to focus on delivering memorable experiences.  

Let Wenger be the key to making your upcoming events a success.   

STRATA® TENT 
FLOOR SYSTEM

CHORAL RISERS INFLATABLE SHELLSTAGETEK® STAGING SYSTEM
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PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT  
FOR OUTDOOR EVENTS



Performance Equipment for Outdoor Events

■   Exceptional Outdoor Durability  
– Aircraft-grade aluminum and powder coated steel

■   Labor Saving  
–  A unique system that sets up quickly with a small crew

■    Versatile  
– Sets up over uneven surfaces, grass, parking lots or even a pool 

■   Options  
- A variety of deck surface options are available

■   Quiet and Stable  
– A tested and trustworthy foundation for your next event

■   10-Year Warranty  
– For peace of mind

STRATA® Tent Floor System
Fast setup over simple or challenging terrain

STRATA is an engineered outdoor floor system designed 
to work with any tent from any manufacturer. Leveled 
or laydown, it can be used anywhere from a theatre to 
a flat parking lot to a hillside — even over a pool. Easily 
installed by a small crew in a fraction of the time of stick-
built floors or other “flooring” systems — saving you a 
small fortune in labor.

StageTek® Staging System
The staging system that checks all the boxes

Everything about StageTek is an advancement. The 
refined, smart design is the result of extensive research, 
engineering and technical advancements in materials 
and manufacturing. The outcome is a staging system 
that is lighter, stronger, easier to handle and faster to set 
up. When it comes to stretching your investment across 
multiple needs like seated risers and performance stages, 
StageTek sets a new standard.

■   Strong and Stable  
– Impressive load ratings that exceed performance expectations

■   Versatile  
– Create any platform configuration you need – even over uneven terrain 

■   Fast, Easy, Intuitive Setup  
– Almost anyone can set up a StageTek stage – and it requires no tools

■   All-Weather Design (NEW StageTek Outdoor)  
– High drainage and traction surface. Will not rot, peel, warp or swell 

■   Safer  
- Quadripple surface or NEW Outdoor,  
   all-weather surface to reduce slips 
– Rounded edge for better grip

■   10-Year Warranty  
– For peace of mind



Inflatable Shell
Deliver impressive sound to any outdoor concert

No bandshell? No problem. Wenger’s inflatable shell can 
project more high-frequency sound to your audience for a 
better outdoor concert experience. Fits in a single carrying 
bag that’s only 5’ (1524 mm) in diameter. 

Choral Risers
Foldable, mobile and sturdy design

When it comes to choral risers, Wenger makes  
the two most popular products in the industry –  
Signature® and Tourmaster™. 

Music Chairs and Stands
Durable, ergonomic designs that perform

Wenger has the most diverse line of music chairs and 
stands for every performer and purpose.  

■    Improved Acoustics  
–  Project more high-frequency sound to your audience

■   Sets Up Fast  
– 3-speed blower inflates shell in under 10 minutes 

■   Durable  
– Vinyl-coated nylon that is weather-resistant and 100% fire-retardant 
–  Ground anchors withstand winds up to 20 mph (32 km/hr)

■   Options  
- Over 20 exterior color choices and three interior color choices 
- 26', 43' or 53' widths available

■   5-Year Warranty  
– For peace of mind

■     Industry Standard  
– Wenger choral risers are the industry standard because of 
their stability & quiet operation

■   Mobility & Storage  
–  Roll where you need them and fold up when not in use 

■    Safety  
– Available with safety rails 

■   15-Year Warranty  
– For peace of mind

■   Built to Last  
– Engineered and built for heavy use 
–  Dent-resistant polypropylene

■   Ergonomic Designs  
–  Posture chair designs keep instrumentalists sitting up straighter

■   East Transport  
– Rolling carts available

■   10-Year Warranty  
– For peace of mind



Elevate your events with equipment that performs,  
while creating unforgettable experiences.
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